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Abstract—The maximally stable extremal region (MSER)
method has been widely used to extract character candidates,
but because of its requirement for maximum stability, high text
detection performance is difficult to obtain. To overcome this
problem, we propose a robust character candidate extraction
method that performs ER tree construction, sub-path partitioning, sub-path pruning, and character candidate selection
sequentially. Then, we use the AdaBoost trained character classifier to verify the extracted character candidates. Then, we use
heuristics to refine the classified character candidates and group
the refined character candidates into text regions according to
their geometric adjacency and color similarity. We also apply the
proposed text detection method to two different color channels
Cr and Cb and obtain the final detection result by combining the
detection results on the three different channels. The proposed
text detection method on ICDAR 2013 dataset achieved 8%, 1%,
and 4% improvements in recall rate, precision rate and f-score,
respectively, compared to the state-of-the-art methods.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Text regions in images of natural scenes include important
information for content-based image analysis such as web
image search and video information retrieval [1]–[3]. However,
text regions in natural scene images usually vary greatly in
font, size, color, appearance and illumination, and can have
complex backgrounds that differ from those in documents and
business cards. These variations make text detection difficult
in natural scene images.
Existing methods for text detection can be largely categorized into three groups: methods using the sliding window
[4]–[6], methods using the connected components [7]–[9], and
hybrid methods [10].
Neumann and Matas [11] used maximally stable extremal
region (MSER) [12] to detect text. Chen et al. [13] combined
Canny edges with MSER to overcome MSERs sensitivity to
blurred images and to detect small text regions even in limited
resolutions. They removed the pixels outside boundaries that
were formed by the Canny edges. To incorporate geometric
information about the text regions, Shi et al. [14] used graph
models that were built on the MSERs. To remove the repeating
ERs, Yin et al. [15] used various algorithms that could prune
the MSER results. Many other papers [16]–[18] have also
used MSERs to extract character candidates and have reported
promising text detection results on widely used datasets. The
main advantage of using MSER for character candidate extraction is that it can detect text regions regardless of their scale
and is robust to noise, and to affine illumination variations.

Fig. 1.

Overall process of the proposed text detection method.

However, we obtained some incorrect extraction results
when we used MSER to extract character candidates. To
overcome this problem, we propose a novel method (Fig. 1) to
extract character candidates from an ER tree. We divided local
paths in an ER tree into multiple sub-paths according to the
size and position similarities of ER regions in the path. Then
we pruned unnecessary sub-paths; some sub-paths with high
probability of containing characters remained. Then from each
of the remaining sub-paths we selected the ER that had the
minimum regularized stability value as character candidates.
After extracting character candidates, we used an
AdaBoost-trained classifier that uses mean local binary patterns (MLBP) [19] to classify each character candidate into
either character or non-character. Finally, we use simple heuristic rules to filter out misclassified characters, and group the
remaining characters into text regions. Fig. 1 shows overall
process of the proposed text detection method.

II.

C HARACTER C ANDIDATE E XTRACTION

The process of the proposed candidate extraction method
consists of four steps: ER tree construction, sub-path partitioning, sub-path pruning and character candidate selection.

A. ER Tree Construction
For a gray-scale image I, a binary threshold image Bt (p)
can be obtained at a threshold level t by thresholding as

1 if I(p) ≥ t,
(1)
Bt (p) =
0 otherwise,
where t ∈ [min(I(p)), max(I(p))] and p denotes a specific
position in I.
An extremal region Rt at a threshold level t is defined by
a connected component in the binary image Bt (p) as
∀p ∈ Rt , ∀q ∈ boundary(Rt ) → Bt (p) ≥ Bt (q),

(2)

where p and q are position indexes. Extremal regions can be
managed and implemented efficiently by using an ER tree
[20], in which each node represents a connected component
(or extremal region Rt ).
B. Sub-Path Partitioning
Many approaches to text detection have used MSER [12]
to extract character candidates. An MSER is defined as the
extremal region that has the smallest stability value Ψ among
all extremal regions Rt along its local path:
Ψ(Rt ) =

(|Rt−∆ | − |Rt+∆ |)
,
|Rt |

(3)

where |Rt | denotes the cardinality of Rt and ∆ can be chosen
appropriately according to different applications.
However, a considerable amount of character regions were
not extracted when using MSER to extract character candidates. The MSER method selects only one ER (from each
local path) that has the minimum stability value (Ψ) in its
local path in the ER tree; the selected ER may not be a
character region. Fig. 2(a) shows a part of an ER tree and
the resulting extracted regions (bounding boxes) using MSER.
The maximally stable region selected from the two local paths
shown are the outermost bounding boxes and they do not
correspond to a character.
This non-selection problem of character regions occurs
when the stability values of extremal regions with quite
different geometric properties (i.e. area and position in image)
are compared along a local path in the ER tree. For example,
comparing stability values of ERs at threshold level 185 (R185 )
to those at threshold level 170 (R170 ) is invalid because they
are completely different in size and position (Fig. 2).
To address this problem, we propose a novel extraction
method that divides local paths in an ER tree into multiple
sub-paths according to the size and position similarities of ER
regions. The similarity between two adjacent ERs is computed
as
A(Rt ) ∩ A(Rt+1 )
,
(4)
S(Rt , Rt+1 ) =
A(Rt ) ∪ A(Rt+1 )
where A(•) denotes the bounding box of an ER Rt and t
denotes the threshold level.
Then, we separate two adjacent ERs Rt and Rt+1 in a
local path into two different sub-paths (Fig. 2-b) when the
similarity between Rt and Rt+1 is smaller than a threshold
value , which was empirically chosen as 0.7 in this work.

Fig. 2. Character candidates extracted from the ER tree: (a) the MSER
extraction method, (b) the proposed extraction method. Bottom: bounding
boxes around extracted character candidates.

Fig. 2(b) shows the same ER tree as 2(a), but the local
paths have been divided into multiple sub-paths, resulting in
2 local paths being divided into more than 4 sub-paths. The
results show that regions that could not be extracted when
using the MSER method can be extracted when using the
proposed extraction method.
C. Sub-Path Pruning
We observed that ERs are extracted over multiple threshold
values if the image includes components with large intensity
changes, such as edges or corners. Because the boundary of a
character is edge-like, the ER sub-paths that contain characters
are relatively longer than sub-paths that contain non-characters.
Using this observation, we pruned the sub-paths that have
depth smaller than a threshold value, which is set to 7 because
experimental analysis using the ICDAR 2011 and ICDAR
2013 training datasets shows that most sub-paths that contain
characters have depth larger than 7.
D. Character Candidate Selection
Among the remaining ERs in a sub-path, we penalize
abnormal regions whose aspect ratios are too large or too
small; to do this we used a regularized stability value [15]
defined as

Ψ(Rt ) + θ1 (a − amax ) if a > amax
Ψ̄(Rt ) = Ψ(Rt ) + θ2 (amin − a) if a < amin
(5)

Ψ(Rt )
otherwise,
where a is the aspect ratio of Rt , θ1 and θ2 are the penalty
ratios when a > amax and a < amin , respectively, amax and

Fig. 4. Examples of character candidates that contains internal character
candidates.

Fig. 3. Top row and bottom row: character candidates before and after
character classification.

amin are the maximum and minimum aspect ratios that an
ER containing a single character is expected to have. In this
work, we set θ1 = 0.01, θ2 = 0.35, amax = 1.2, and amin =
0.3 after experimental trials. Then we selected the ER with the
smallest regularized stability value as the character candidate
in the sub-path.
III.

C HARACTER C LASSIFICATION

After character candidates are extracted, they are represented using the MLBP feature [19]. Then the character
candidates are verified using an AdaBoost trained classifier
[21] that is trained by the following steps. (1) We prepared
56,700 positive and 60,000 negative training images from the
ICDAR 2011 training data set, and transformed them to grayscale images with a size of 18 × 18. (2) We computed the
classification errors for all features and selected the feature
with the fewest classification errors as the weak classifier
in the current iteration. (3) We updated the weights of the
positive and negative samples such that incorrectly-classified
samples have higher weights than do correctly classified ones.
(4) We used a validation set to check the stop condition. If
the iteration satisfied the stop condition we terminated the
training; otherwise we updated the weights and returned to
step (2). We used two cascades of the classifiers to speed up
the classification [22], where each cascade consists of 32 and
64 weak classifiers, respectively. Fig. 3 shows some classification results where the top and bottom row represent the
character candidates before and after character classification,
respectively. From Fig. 3, it can be said that the character
classification process greatly reduced the number of character
candidates.
IV.

C HARACTER R EFINEMENT AND T EXT R EGION
G ROUPING

A. Character Refinement
Character classification still produces incorrect classification results such as false positives or multiple candidates for
a single character. To eliminate as many of these incorrect
classification results as possible, we propose to use some
heuristic rules as follows.
Case 1: We eliminate character candidates that are larger than
80% of the input image size.

Case 2: If two character candidates have a similarity value
(Eq. (4)) that is greater than 0.5, i.e., their overlapping region
is large, we select the candidate with the lowest regularized
stability value (Eq. (5)).
Case 3: If one character candidate contains another character
candidate internally and the color histogram of the internal
character candidate is highly peaked (more than 85% of the
total number of pixels) at a specific color, we eliminate the
internal character candidate.
Fig. 4 illustrates three examples of Case 3: of the character
refinement, where the internal character candidates should be
eliminated.
B. Text Region Grouping
On some commonly used databases such as the ICDAR
competition dataset, character regions must be grouped for
evaluation. We used heuristic rules to group neighboring
regions together. Two regions R1 and R2 are grouped together
if they satisfy all the following properties:
R1 and R2 are similar in width and height.

1)

width(R1 ) > 0.8 × width(R2 ),
width(R1 ) < 1.2 × width(R2 ).
2)

(6)

The horizontal distance (hd ) between the center
points of R1 and R2 is within 3 times of the average
width of R1 and R2 .
width(R1 ) + width(R2 )
.
(7)
2
The vertical distance (vd ) between the center points
of R1 and R2 is within a 1/3 of the average height
of R1 and R2 .
hd ≤ 3 ×

3)

1 height(R1 ) + height(R2 )
×
.
(8)
3
2
R1 and R2 have similar color histogram distributions.
vd ≤

4)

This grouping stage of the proposed text detection method is
shown in Fig. 5.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

We conducted three experiments to compare the recall,
precision, and f-score of the proposed text detection method to
those of state-of-the-art methods, by performing three different
experimentations: The experiments were (1) character-level
character candidate extraction, (2) text-level text detection,
and (3) step-wise performance of text detection. First, we
performed the proposed detection method on the gray channel
of the input image; these results are denoted as ‘Proposed
Method (Gray)’. Then we applied the proposed text detection
method to the Cr and Cb channels to improve the detection

TABLE I.

C HARACTER - LEVEL RECALL RATES ON THE ICDAR 2011
TEST DATASET.

Algorithm

Character-level Recall rate (%)

Proposed Method (Gray)
Proposed Method (Gray+Cr +Cb )

99.1
99.3

Yin et al. [15] (Gray)
Yin et al. (B+G+R)

90.2
95.2

Neumann and Matas [25] (Gray)
Neumann and Mata (Gray+H+S+Gradient)

85.6
95.2

TABLE II.

C HARACTER - LEVEL RECALL RATES ON THE ICDAR
TEST DATASET (E VALUATION BASED ON SIMILARITY VALUE ).

Algorithm
ER

Fig. 5.

Results of the text region grouping.

89.6

39,762

53.9

Proposed Method (Gray)
Proposed Method (Gray+Cr +Cb )

75,124
93,357

86.0
87.7

W ORD - LEVEL TEXT DETECTION RESULTS ON THE ICDAR
2013 TEST DATA SET.

Proposed Method (Gray+Cr +Cb )
Proposed Method (Gray)
Yin et al. [15]
Text Spotter [11], [25], [26]
CASIA NLPR [27]
Text Detector CASIA [14], [28]

performance further, and combined the text detection results
of the gray, Cr and Cb channels; these results are denoted
as ‘Proposed Method (Gray+Cr +Cb )’. Use of different color
channels resulted in extraction of different subsets of characters
(Fig. 6).
We used the ICDAR 2011 dataset [23] and the ICDAR
2013 dataset [24] that were used in the Robust Reading
Competition (Challenge 2: Reading Text in Scene Images), to
evaluate the proposed character candidate extraction method
and the proposed text detection method, respectively.
First, we evaluated the character-level recall rates [25] of
the proposed candidate extraction method and compared it
with other character candidate extraction methods (see Table
1). The character-level recall rate is defined as the proportion
of the detected characters among the ground-truth characters,
where a character is considered as detected if the area of
the bounding box covering the detected character region is
matched by more than 90% of the ground-truth region. The
proposed character candidate extraction method using three
different channels achieved the highest recall rate.
The evaluation method mentioned above requires that over
90% of the detected area is matched by a ground-truth area

Character-level
Recall rate (%)

1,729,833

Algorithm

Fig. 6. Two example of the character candidate extraction results of different
channels. (a) input image, (b) gray channel, (c) Cr channel, and (d) Cb
channel, respectively.

No. of candidates

MSER

TABLE III.

2011

Recall (%)

Precision (%)

f-score

74.23
72.01
66.45
64.84
68.24
62.85

88.65
87.64
88.47
87.51
78.89
84.70

80.80
79.06
75.89
74.49
73.18
72.16

for the detection to be considered correct. Therefore, a small
detected region is considered as a correct detection if it is
contained within a large ground truth region. To solve this
problem, we used our similarity value (Eq. (4)) and regarded
the result as a correct detection only if the similarity value
between a detected region and ground-truth region was over
0.5. Using this evaluation method, we compared the character
candidate extraction method using ERs, MSERs, and our character extraction method (see Table II). The proposed character
candidate extraction method using three different channels
achieved the highest recall rate.
Second, we compared the recall, precision, and f-scores
of the proposed candidate extraction method and other text
detection methods (see Table III) using the evaluation method
used in the ICDAR 2013 competition [24]. The proposed text
detection method using three different channels had higher
recall, precision, and f-scores than all existing text detection
methods.
Third, we evaluated the text-level recall, precision, and fscore of step-wise detection by the proposed text detection
method [24]. As steps were added, recall decreased slowly,
but precision and f-score increased rapidly (see Table. IV).
VI.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presented a new ER-based character candidate extraction method that solves some limitations of using
MSERs. The proposed character candidate extraction method
divides a local path in an ER-tree into several sub-paths
and extracts one character candidate from each sub-path; this
process improved the recall rate greatly. We used an AdaBoost
trained classifier to verify the extracted character candidates,

TABLE IV.

S TEP - WISE DETECTION PERFORMANCES OF THE PROPOSED
TEXT DETECTION METHOD ON THE ICDAR 2013 TEST DATASET.

Stage

Recall
rate (%)

Precision
rate (%)

f-score
(%)

ER (Gray+Cr +Cb )

85.13

4.89

9.24

ER (Gray)

84.61

5.08

9.58

Character candidate extraction
(Gray+Cr +Cb )

78.16

23.18

35.76

Character candidate extraction
(Gray)

75.54

23.11

35.39

Character Classification (Gray+Cr +Cb )

74.29

86.41

79.89

Character Classification (Gray)

71.92

86.26

78.44

Character Refinement and Text Grouping
(Gray+Cr +Cb )

74.23

88.65

80.80

Character Refinement and Text Grouping
(Gray)

72.01

87.64

79.06

In future, we plan to reduce the sensitivity of text detection
to blur, which is a major weakness of the detection method that
uses connected component analysis. We will also seek a new
method that identify characters despite orientation variations
in text lines, such as wiggly text line or text that is written in
a circle or half-circle.
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